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Littlerock Initial Concept Draft

CONCEPT DRAFT
This Concept Draft is intended to highlight and summarize the communityʼs intent for an updated CSD and was initially
drafted in working meeting discussions with the CSD Working Group in May and October 2018.
This document is being shared with the public to collect feedback and identify further discussion points, alternatives
or areas of concern. This document will also be shared internally within the County. Further follow-up discussions with
the CSD Working Group may be necessary to discuss changes or comments from the public or Countyʼs review. The CSD
ordinance language will be drafted based on this Concept Draft document and the comments received.

TRUCK OPERATIONS AND PARKING
The community favors allowing owner/operators to park their truck next to
their house, if it is an agriculturally zoned property, but agricultural production
is not a major use. Operating a truck should be considered a home-based
occupation and an accessory use to the residence. There should be some
minimum lot size for where truck parking is allowed, and a property should be
allowed to have multiple big rig trucks operating from their home. Additional
standards should be included to identify where the trucks can park, with
restrictions on hours and operations.

STORAGE SHEDS
The community would like to allow more storage sheds of larger square
footage without a permit, provided that they have a minimum setback from
property lines and are only placed in rear yards.
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CARGO CONTAINERS
The community wants cargo storage containers to be considered personal
property (and not as structures or buildings) located on agriculturally zoned
properties where agriculture production is not the primary use.

Courtesy, Timm Suess. Flickr.

Applicable community standards proposed include limiting the number of
allowed cargo storage containers based on property size, requiring them to
be painted natural earth tone colors and maintained free of graffiti, limiting
uses to storage of non-hazardous materials only, and specifying a minimum
distance from property lines. The cargo storage containers should not be
placed over septic tanks or leech lines; nor should they block access to any
primary or accessory structures. The community would like less restrictive
standards for cargo storage containers on commercial properties.

COLLECTOR AND OTHER MOTOR VEHICLES ON PROPERTIES
The community would like to see standards allowing for collector cars and
motor vehicles of historic and special interest by right, with certain standards
and restrictions which apply to non-operable vehicles only. The community
would like to limit registration requirements for the vehicle collection and
only require a site plan to register it if there is a directly related complaint
made to enforcement.
Property owners should be allowed to use a percentage of their gross lot area
for outdoor storage of their vehicle collection if there is a minimum distance
required between each vehicle. Health and safety requirements should
be added as well. Vehicle collections should be located in the rear yards
and away from public view and screened by a fence, wall or landscaping.
The community would like to allow vehicle hoists in certain areas of the
property, but no commercial operations should be allowed related to motor
vehicle collections.

RURAL ARTIFACTS/YARD ART
The community wants individual property owners to have creative freedom
with their collection, and are proposing that “rural artifacts” (sometimes
considered junk) or objects of artistic value can be displayed on any portion
of the lot or parcel except where safety concerns determine a location is
inappropriate. There should be some additional percentage of the property
that may be used for displaying or storing “rural artifacts.”
The County should make a distinction between “art” and “junk and salvage”
to allow community members freedom for artistic expression and the ability
to collect items of interest while still preventing the accumulation of junk.
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RECREATIONAL AND OTHER VEHICLES
Allow recreational vehicles (RVs), boats or any similar vehicles or equipment
to be stored in the rear yard on agriculturally zoned properties,
provided that they follow some setback requirements. Rear yards should
be used for long term storage of these types of vehicles while the side
and front yards should be limited to packing and unpacking of vehicles. For
health and safety reasons, the areas around vehicles should be
maintained and kept free of weeds and rodents.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
The community would like to allow alternative energy sources, such as wind
turbines, and set a reasonable permit fee similar to what is in place in the
City of Lancaster. As the technology improves for alternative energy systems,
such as wind and solar adapt these regulations and permit fees. This will
allow the regulations to remain consumer friendly and give residents viable
alternative energy options. Regulations and permit fees should be compatible,
wherever possible, with the Countywide Renewable Energy Ordinance, which
was adopted in 2015.

BUSINESS SIGNS
The community would like to retain the rural, small town character of Littlerock
by having small scale western or southwestern frontier type signage, with
lighting that is not visibly distracting, such as flashing signs. Painted signs
on buildings should also be allowed. The Countywide Dark Skies Ordinance
should apply to business signage.

FENCE HEIGHTS
Allow higher fencing for corner and interior side yards for protection from wild
animals and without need for any permits. Six feet would be the maximum
height in front yards.
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For more information, please visit: bit.ly/AVCSDsUpdate
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